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The Challenge of Leadership Programmes 
A short term success, a long term mess. 

Introduction 

Leadership programmes are touted as a sure-fire way to boost participation rates and move your high end 

regular donors along the giving pipeline towards major donor asks. However, are they doing more harm than 

good? What message are you sending out to your donors and how do you avoid a donor  stewardship 

disaster? This paper provides a detailed analysis of the pitfalls of leadership programmes and a simple 

solution. 

What is a leadership programme? 
Buffalo asked a number of development professionals to define the purpose of a leadership programme. 

Here is a selection of the definitions that we received: 

 “A programme that bridges the gap between regular giving and major giving, to increase income 

from high end regular donors.” (Head of Individual Giving, University) 

 “A programme aimed at raising higher levels of income for the annual fund, to steward these donors 

and cultivate them for the major gift pipeline.” (Development Officer, University) 

 “To solicit gifts to support our regular giving programme in the regions of £1,000  - £10,000. It is a 

crucial part in bridging the gap between regular giving and major giving, to ensure that gifts in this 

vital bracket are properly stewarded to maximise regular giving income and, where possible, to draw 

big prospects towards major benefactions.” (Development Officer, Oxbridge College) 

Based on the explanations outlined above, Buffalo defines a leadership programme as: 

‘’A programme that aims to solicit a group of mid-level donors for high value regular gifts (£1,000 a year plus) who 

are considered too great a potential to be placed in a standard telethon but do not have a net-worth high enough 

to justify a face-to-face visit.’' 

This can be illustrated in the graph below. 

All donors fall somewhere along the red line. You will have a few prospects who have the capacity to give a 

major gift and the fundraising vehicle used for them will be a face to face visit. There will be lots of prospects  

who have the capacity to give at least £100 and the fundraising vehicle used for them will be the t elethon. 

This will include the leadership group highlighted in green who have the capacity to give £1,000 or above. 

Finally, there will be plenty of prospects who have the capacity to give something less than £100 and so the 

fundraising vehicles used for them will be direct mail and online solicitations. 
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Why don’t leadership programmes work? 
There are numerous flaws with leadership programmes, here we discuss the major issues: 

Restricted vs Unrestricted G ifts 
The first issue with leadership programmes is that you are taking two very different approaches and putting 

them together. It is often unclear whether you should aim to target a leadership prospect as a regular donor 

or aim for them to become a major donor. Often a leadership programme ends with a strange amalgamation 

between these two approaches. 

For example, major donors are often asked to support a specific project or cause, primarily because the 

‘Greatest Need Fund’ or ‘Unrestricted Fund’ is not compelling enough. In terms of major giving, asking for 

unrestricted gifts is generally uninspiring and results in a lower pledge rate. However, during a telephone 

campaign, asking regular donors to commit to an unrestricted gift is a common occurrence; primarily because 

if someone is giving £20 per month, the donor would expect other alumni to participate in order for the total 

donation value to make a difference to the institution. What matters at this level is that we highlight the 

current priority projects to ensure that the prospect has a clear sense of what giving small amounts together 

with others could achieve. On the other hand, when asking a leadership prospect for several thousand 

pounds per year, an amount that could fund a full bursary on its own, then asking for an unrestricted gift, 

which is normally what happens, is simply not compelling enough.  

Our clients tell us that their leadership programmes do encourage donors to give at certain levels and this is 

predominantly because the stewardship package creates a community of donors. Whilst we do not deny 

that leadership programmes can increase the amount raised in the short term, it leads to long term 

complications for your entire donor stewardship programme. 
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Leadership group named after a specific year  
The second issue with leadership programmes that we will identify is the problem with naming a leadership 

group after a specific year and asking for very precise gifts. In order to create a giving community, many 

leadership programmes ask for an annual amount based on the foundation year of the institution or another 

significant year. For example, an educational institution founded in 1472 might ask leadership prospects for 

£1,472 per year. It is essentially a gimmick and one which is now very widespread in the sector as it sounds 

like a good idea and it does help with the marketing of the programme. But while it is a nice PR exercise, this 

approach actually hinders the amount you can raise from a really quite promising group. Prospects that give 

£1,462 a year do this not because they are so excited that it fits with the foundation year of the institution, 

they do it because they can afford to. They would most likely give £1,500 a year should they be asked and 

if that was what it took to be part of something. Leadership prospects will give at any level where it is made 

clear to them that they would be valued, treated well and identified as a key supporter.   

In addition, if you ask your leadership prospects for such 

a specific amount, it is very tricky to upgrade them 

further on down the line. Why would a 1472 donor, for 

example, give £2,000 a year? They still receive their 

annual 1472 event invite and they get the same donor 

pin. How do you distinguish them from the other 

‘leadership donors’ who are still giving £1,472 a year?  

So, gluing together your regular giving and major donor strategies with a leadership programme creates a 
big donor stewardship mess that delivers very mixed communications. 

 

Cumulative vs Annual giving 

The regular giving message is all about loyalty and the benefits of donating over a number of years, whereas 

the major donor message is usually about securing the largest one-off gift possible at that moment in time. 

The result is that you are left with a group of ‘leadership’ alumni who over a number of years will probably 

end up donating more than some of your lower level major donors.  This leads to difficult stewardship 

decisions that have to be made. How do you link up your regular giving, leadership and major donor 

strategies to ensure that you thank all donors in a way that makes them feel valued and encourages them 

to continue giving? 

Based on our experience, this does not happen! In reality, regular, leadership and major gifts are treated as 

three isolated programmes with completely separate aims and more problematically, three individual donor 

stewardship packages. While this may seem like a neat system, it ignores the most obvious aim; to encourage 

donors to move seamlessly through all these programmes over their lifetime. Major donors are asked for 

large single gifts and are stewarded according to their cumulative lifetime giving values. Whereas leadership 

donors are asked to give large annual gifts and will only be stewarded during the years they give.  

Naming a leadership group after a 

specific year actually hinders the 

amount you can raise from a really 

quite promising group. 
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Undervaluing donor loyalty 
Following on from this point, the development professionals that we surveyed emphasised how leadership 

programmes are designed to encourage loyal regular donors to give more and move up the donor pipeline. 

In reality, we believe that donors are dis-incentivised from moving up the giving ladder, at the same time as 

creating more work for development teams because small, regular gifts that add up to large amounts over 

time are consistently undervalued. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This diagram shows three donors, all have the same gross gift amount, yet they are all thanked to a greater 

or lesser extent. This is attributed to three separate stewardship programmes for regular, leadership and 

major donors. 

The alumnus that has the capacity to donate a one-off £10,000 cheque receives the VIP treatment and the 

most comprehensive thank-you package; the basic stewardship publications and events as well as access to 

a donor plaque. However, since this was not a leadership gift, the donor does  not receive the society tie. 

Instead, the society tie is only received by our leadership donor who donates £2,500 a year. Finally, the 

donor who has donated £40 a month for over 20 years receives one event invite per year and a quarterly 

newsletter. This is hardly a gold plaque for his £10,000 and years of loyalty to the institution! 

Ultimately, instead of ‘bridging the gap’ or moving donors up the pipeline, leadership programmes further 

ensure some donors are under stewarded and not valued for their lifetime loyalty. In fact, if I were the £40 

a month donor looking at this, I would probably consider cancelling my direct debit instead of giving the 

money a little quicker in order to get a society tie!  
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Inappropriate stewardship that fails to encourage regular giving 
So far we have argued that leadership programmes over complicate the stewardship process but there are 

also further problems associated with them. For example, the common practice of sending out donor ties 

and donor pins. We are not saying that these methods do not help boost the amount raised in year 1. 

However, it does not help to promote regular giving because it is not a stewardship method that could or 

should be repeated every year. 

An Oxbridge Development Officer explained that the purpose 

of a leadership programme is: 

“To solicit gifts to support our regular giving programme in the 

regions of £1,000 - £10,000. It is a crucial part in bridging the 

gap between regular giving and major giving, to ensure that gifts 

in this vital bracket are properly stewarded to maximise regular 

giving income and, where possible, to draw big prospects towards 

major benefactions.” 

How do you maintain the leadership giving community when the typical stewardship ideas dry up? Do alumni 

look forward to attending the same event every year, in the same place, with similar attendees? With these 

questions in mind, the leadership benefits currently on offer at an educational institution are not exclusive 

or imaginative enough to achieve the aim of the programme set out above. 

Only appeals to a small group 
Buffalo also believes that the stewardship programmes we have seen essentially miss a trick. The events 

and perks on offer only ever appeal to a certain group of nostalgic types or local alumni. In contrast, charities  

in the arts sector often have much more diverse and engaging stewardship packages. While it must be said 

that these charities do have the advantage that as regular ticket buyers, their donors have a current 

relationship with them – and they are often local. Furthermore, the different performances on offer naturally 

create a more diverse events programme. These factors make it naturally easier for charities in the arts 

sector to offer certain perks. Despite this, they have a number of great ideas that educational charities could 

and should take on board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Donor ties and donor pins do not 

help to promote regular giving 

because it is not a stewardship 

method that could or should be 

repeated every year. 
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Take the Liverpool Everyman Theatre 

 

Liverpool Everyman Theatre have 

actively tried to move away from any 

kind of leadership giving or member 

scheme for donors. Instead, the theatre 

has created a well thought through and 

publicised donor stewardship 

programme to help encourage donors to 

give at higher levels. 

This image was taken from the theatre’s 

giving brochure that went out ahead of 

their recent telephone campaign. It is 

also promoted on their website. The 

great thing is that it is simple and it 

clearly shows stewardship progression 

while making it clear that in order to 

receive these ‘thank yous’, donors need 

to be giving at these levels each year. 

Everything is transparent; there is only 

one donor stewardship plan and it is not 

reliant on creating a specific group, 

giving at a specific level to encourage 

people to give. This is the kind of 

stewardship programme that moves 

donors up the donor pipeline. Low level 

regular givers get recognition and 

project updates. Mid-level regular 

donors also get inside information on 

performances; this encourages them to 

attend more shows as well as get to 

know theatre staff and actors so that 

they are engaged enough to want the 

high level perks such as, dinners with the 

Artistic Director. 

The great thing about this particular donor strategy is that because the theatre has clarified that you have 

to give at these levels each year and they have not created a specific leadership donor group, it is easy to 

mix these perks up every year, incentivising donors to come to events, stay engaged and ultimately, to keep 

giving.  
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How could this model work for educational charities?   

Realistically, educational charity perks are never going to appeal as much as the perks for an arts charity. 

Nonetheless, efforts could be made to make the perks on offer to our donors more diverse. Using different 

event venues, organising special interest trips to a theatre, or museum might appeal to alumni who do not 

really want to come back to the institution. You could also look at how your stewardship programme might 

better work for alumni living further afield; for example, keep these prospects engaged by sending them a 

copy of the student newspaper or updating them on interesting news articles on education in the UK.  

Buffalo’s Solution 
Essentially, the concept of a leadership programme originated from the USA; a country where regular giving 

does not exist and where making single gift asks every year for the annual fund is everything. In this US 

model of annual giving and competitive peer-to-peer fundraising, identifying a group of mid-level donors to 

‘head-up’ the annual giving programme is a logical step. 

Whereas in the UK, a regular giving programme should be centred on promoting loyalty and retention, which 

will result in increased giving over time. As outlined below, the patron scheme promotes loyalty at every 

level. The majority of Buffalo’s clients who have an established leadership programme strongly agree that 

their donors do not donate due to the benefits on offer (e.g. donor pin, annual event). This suggests that 

donors have the capacity to give at the leadership level and they will do so, regardless of any scheme in 

place. As such, Buffalo believes that instead of trying to ‘bridge the gap’ between regular giving and major 

donor programmes to encourage donors to move along the pipeline, Development Offices should look to 

create a comprehensive donor stewardship scheme centred entirely around donor loyalty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A regular giving programme should be 

centred on promoting loyalty and retention, 

which will result in increased giving over 

time. 
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The Patron Scheme 

 

The donor loyalty concept can be explained using the above graph. Two donors; Mr Rainford and Miss Ring. 

Mr Rainford makes a gift of £2,500 a year and therefore is stewarded as a Seamer Patron (Stewardship 

Package 1) for 4 years but in his 5th year of giving his cumulative donation amount is larger than £10,000 so 

he falls into the Middleton Patron package (Stewardship Package 2). He is still incentivised to give more if 

he can, because the Middleton Patron package gives him more recognition and influence in the institution. 

If Mr Rainford wants to reach the second stewardship package sooner, he can upgrade his donation within 

the first few years. However, if £2,500 a year is his top end capacity, he is still rewarded for his loyalty over 

5 years.  

 

In contrast, Miss Ring inherited money and gave a one off donation of £10,000 with no intention of or 

capacity to make another gift. This donation was large enough to make a big difference and so she is 

stewarded as a Middleton donor by way of thanks. However, her stewardship package does not evolve 

because she is not demonstrating ongoing support. In theory, in year 5 Mr Rainford and Miss Ring should 

be mingling at the same donor events! And if Mr Rainford keeps giving he will eventually  surpass Miss Ring 

and enter into the next stewardship package with even greater perks and further recognition. 
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Conclusion 

With a stewardship scheme based on loyalty over a number of years as well as the cumulative amount, the 

leadership programme effectively becomes redundant. With this in mind, stewardship for low and mid-level 

donors becomes easier to manage, less complicated and more strategic because the stewardship programme 

increases with the number of years a donor has been giving. A donor who has the capacity to give £2,000 a 

year should be valued and thanked in the same way as a donor with the capacity to give a cheque of £2,000 

as a one off. Importantly, the former is of greater value if they keep giving at this level over a number of 

years. As demonstrated in this paper, the Patron Scheme makes it clear that  it is not just the amount, but 

the continued support that really counts. Importantly, this style of stewardship will not deter donors from 

giving more; instead it will encourage people to give more, more often. 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here for more information on how Buffalo can help you with your 
leadership programmes and other regular giving services… 
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